
OpenBuildings® Designer 
Redefining Building Design Excellence

Meet OpenBuildings Designer

OpenBuildings Designer isn’t just building design software—it’s your pathway  

to revolutionizing how you approach building design and analysis. The application’s BIM  

workflows and information-rich models will empower you to bring your boldest visions to life.
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Discover how OpenBuildings Designer  
can sharpen your approach to design,  

construction, and innovation.

Who Can Harness the Power  
of OpenBuildings Designer?

Architects

Harness your imagination  

and bring visionary  

designs to life.

Engineers

Seamlessly integrate systems 

and optimize efficiency  

in every project.

 Urban Planners

Shape sustainable,  

vibrant communities  

for future generations.

Sustainability Experts

Drive environmental 

stewardship with  

cutting-edge capabilities.

Project Managers

Streamline collaboration  

and keep projects  

on track for success.

Unlock Endless Possibilities Across Industries

 Transportation 

Design infrastructure that  

keeps cities moving forward.

Utilities 

Power communities with  

efficient, resilient systems.

Buildings and Campuses 

Shape iconic structures that  

stand the test of time.

Water and Wastewater 

Engineer solutions for  

a sustainable future.

Learn More

Top 10 Reasons to Embrace OpenBuildings Designer

Comprehensive Integration

Unify design disciplines  

for seamless collaboration.

Advanced BIM Technology

Bring your ideas to life  

with detailed, data-rich models.
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Efficient Collaboration

Connect teams  

worldwide for real-time  

project progress.

Sustainability Analysis

Create eco-friendly buildings  

with OpenBuildings Energy Simulator, 

 an integrated energy analysis module.

Parametric Design Flexibility

Innovate freely without  

sacrificing precision.

Rich Library of Components

Access a deep assortment 

 of assets for rapid design.

High-quality Visualizations 

Impress clients and stakeholders  

with immersive presentations.

Regulatory Compliance

Stay ahead of the curve  

with built-in code checks.

Scalability for All Projects

From renovations to megaprojects, 

OpenBuildings Designer has you covered.

Continuous Updates and Support

Grow with the latest technological 

advancements and expert guidance.
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